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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
The Editors do not hold themselvea responsible for. opinions expreased by their correspondents. 
They cannot undertake to return, o·r to correapond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts 
intended for this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is taken of anonymous communications. 
IN THE PRESENT CffiCUMSTANCES, PROOFS OF "LETTERS" WIJ,L NOT BE SUBMITTED TO 

CORRESPONDENTS OUTSIDE GREAT BRITAIN. 

NOTES ON POINTS IN SOME OF THIS WEEK'S LETTERS APPEAR ON P. 351. CORRESPONDENTS 
ARE INVITED TO ATTACH SIMILAR SUMMARIES TO THEm COMMUNICATIONS. 

Radium Treatment 
Sm LEONARD HILL returns in NATURE of January 

27, p. 151, to his statement "that we would be little 
the worse off if all the radium now buried in deep 
holes for security from bombing remained there", 
and seeks to make good this assertion by reminding 
us of some of the casualties of radiological practice. 
He has allowed these examples to stay in the fore
front of his mind, instead of fitting them into the 
groundwork of experience, which every practising 
radiologist must do. 

The dangers attending the use of radium and X-rays 
have been the concern of the X-ray and Radium 
Protection Committee for many years. No Com
mittee can possibly safeguard a patient against an 
unskilful application of rays, but radiologists have 
striven to limit such dangers by making a real 
specialty of their subject ; and there are at present 
five universities or kindred bodies in Great Britain 
which grant medical diplomas in this subject. The 
subject has, indeed, reached a status where its ex
ponents can afford to ignore the rather baser charges 
in question, but the dis-service of Sir Leonard is to 
the public, who pay undue attention to his ex 
cathedra statements. 

It is not true that the 15,000 patients (mostly 
cancer patients) who received radium treatment in 
Great Britain during the year 1938 had such treat
ment because of the vested interests of the medical 
public ; the vast majority had radium treatment 
because it was considered the best available for them. 
It should be remembered that more than 90 per cent 
of the country's radium is held by big organizations, 
such as the Radium Commission, the King's Fund 
and the Medical Research Council ; this is some 
guarantee that it is used by people of responsibility. 

Sir Leonard would like to see "the use of radium 
or X-rays being reserved for one or two places in 
the body where surgical operation is very difficult". 
The publication "Medical Uses of Radium" has been 
issued yearly since 1922 by the Medical Research 
Council, and the Radium Commission has in recent 
years made annual reports on the results of treat
ment ; from them the pertinent fact emerges that 
the medical profession continues year · by year to 
treat various forms of cancer at many sites of the 
body, and there is a disposition to widen rather than 
restrict the field. As for radium in the boreholes, 
it is only right that the public should know that 
much of the radium put away for safety ha.s now 
been brought into use for their treatment. 

Barna to Joel Laboratories, 
Middlesex Hospital, 

London, W. I. 
Feb. 6. 

SIDNEY Russ. 

SIR LEONARD HILL writes, in NATURE of January 
27, with reference to radium treatment and expresses 
a belief that "we would be little the worse off if all 
the radium now buried in deep holes for security 
from born bing remained there. . . . '' This pessimism 
contrasts notably with the enlightened optimism of 
the article, in the same issue, written by Dr. John H. 
Lawrence, of the University of California, who is 
working with great opportunities at present lacking 
in Great Britain. Lawrence and his co-workers are 
pursuing "the possibilities of artificial radioactivity 
and neutron rays in cancer therapy until a more 
satisfactory answer to this problem has been reached". 
What we require in Great Britain is a well-organized 
radiological institute where the various possibilities 
of radiation can be developed and extended. It had 
always been my hope and ambition that such an 
institute would be founded as a memorial to Lord 
Rutherford, who was always wide awake as to the 
possibilities of radiotherapy and the proper means 
by which they could be furthered or achieved. 

Sir Leonard Hill has collected a certain amount 
of gossip about radium and narrates a few cases of 
failure due to the misuse of radium which have come 
to his personal notice. To counterbalance his citation 
of deplorable failure, I could quote instances in my 
own experience where men with cancer of the throat, 
and elsewhere, have been treated by radium and 
returned in full health and happiness to their useful 
work and daily life. 

It is admitted by all that the cause, prevention 
and cure of cancer have not yet been attained. In 
some cases, when early treatment has been given, 
there has been cure or palliation by three chief means, 
surgery, radium, X-rays. All three methods can be 
and have been grossly abused in some cases, but 
wisely applied in a vast number of instances. It is 
not proposed to abolish railway signals because a 
signalman has wrecked a train by pulling the wrong 
switch ; the effort is made to improve the arrange
ment, to make it fool-proof, to have an efficient 
block system. Surgery is not condemned wholesale 
because of occasional deaths by incapacity, ignorance 
or carelessness. There have been deaths from dress
ings or swabs left in the wound. The wrong gas has 
been administered as anresthetic. Overdoses of 
morphia have been given. A man can cut his throat 
with a safety razor. All such mistakes are no justifica
tion for complete disuse of the means employed. 

It is, however, necessary to answer Sir Leonard 
Hill's ill-timed statement in a more positive sense, 
always remembering that while surgery has been 
under the guidance of men of high skill and intelligence 
for centuries-of men provided with every facility
on the other hand, both radium and X-rays are 
recent discoveries and naturally their applications to 
therapy are yet in their infancy. 
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